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Abstract
One potential application of molecular nanotechnology is the integration of
molecular electronic function with advanced silicon technology. One step in this
process is the tethering of individual molecules at specific locations on silicon
surfaces. This paper reports the fabrication of arrays of individual organic molecules
on H-passivated Si(100) surfaces patterned with an ultrahigh vacuum scanning
tunnelling microscope (STM). Feedback controlled lithography (FCL) is used to
create templates of individual silicon dangling bonds. Molecules introduced in the gas
phase then spontaneously assemble onto these atomic templates.
Norbornadiene (NBE), copper phthalocyanine (CuPc), and C60 molecular arrays
have been made by this technique and studied by STM imaging and spectroscopy.
Both NBE and CuPc molecules appear as depressions in empty states images,
whereas in filled states images they are nearly indistinguishable from Si dangling
bonds. Furthermore, the fourfold symmetry and central copper atom of CuPc are
clearly observed at positive sample bias. Spatial tunnelling conductance maps of CuPc
illustrate charge transfer from the surrounding substrate when the molecule is bound
to the surface via its central copper atom. On the other hand, when the CuPc
molecule interacts with the substrate via an outer benzene ring, molecular rotation is

observed. C60 molecules display intramolecular structure in topographic images and
spectroscopic data. The local density of states of C60 clearly shows the location of the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital, which suggests that the highest occupied
molecular orbital is located within 0.3 eV of the fermi level.
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